
Forum notes 

2/22/15 

 

Brian started the forum by talking about the Worship Space Working Group. It is a subgroup of the New 

Building Committee charged with the task of making recommendations for the sanctuary, narthex, 

vestry, and sacristy of our new worship space. Members include Doris Garber, Brad Hoffman, Sharon 

Kopronica, Jeff Meyers, Pastor Jimmy, Tim Scholl, Matt Vosniak, and Dan Wenger. The group has spent 

the first few months of work studying, visiting, and discussing. 

 

Brian then outlined 11 principles for worship space drawn from 4 sentences from our Vision Statement. 

He emphasized that the WSWG is striving to work based on general theological and liturgical principles 

rather than on people’s personal preferences. 

 

Vision Statement sentence 1: 

“The worship space will glorify God and emphasize the central things of Lutheran liturgy: people, 

altar, pulpit, and font and will be beautiful, inviting, inspiring, flexible, comfortable and 

timeless.” 

Principles: 

1) assembly as primary 

2) altar, pulpit, and font as central 

3) beautiful 

4) inviting 

5) inspiring 

6) flexible 

7) comfortable 

8) timeless 

 

Vision Statement sentence 2: 

“Our worship space will celebrate the Lutheran understanding that all creation, including human 

skill and creativity, is created by God and declared to be good.” 

Principle: 

9) quality workmanship and materials 

 

Vision Statement sentence 3: 

“At the same time, the worship space will acknowledge that God is often found in quiet and 

simplicity.” 

Principle: 

10) simplicity and unity 

 

Vision Statement sentence 4: 

“The new worship space will be tailored to enhance our tradition of good music by its acoustics 

and by the instruments it includes.” 

Principle: 

11) good acoustics for singing 



After the presentation, we split into 8 small groups to discuss two questions: 

 

Question 1: What do you think are the 3 or 4 most important of these 11 principles? 

 

Principle # of groups selecting 

inviting 6 

assembly as primary 5 

altar, pulpit, and font as central 4 

flexible 4 

good acoustics for singing 4 

quality workmanship and materials 3 

inspiring 2 

beautiful 1 

comfortable 1 

timeless 1 

simplicity and unity 1 

 

 

Question 2: Are there any principles you would add to this list of 11? 

 

 family and youth friendly (family room [cry room?] right off of church) 

 warmth 

 quiet and peaceful 

 centralized space 

 accessible x3 (including for communion, for handicapped, for children) 

 functionality 

 light and air 

 meditative 

 not too busy 

 accommodation for changing size of congregation 

 durable 

 

 

Other comments 

 altar – kneeling 

 “green” environmentally x 2 

 curb appeal 

 non-distracting escape route (front to back) 

 heavy pew furniture 

 vote for pews / solid 

 natural and artificial lighting x 2 

 placement of organ & choir 

 hearing in the assembly 

 location – inviting 


